ES473 Midterm Portfolio Checklist – Spring 2010

In a neat three-ring binder, with professional cover sheet and tab separators, compile the following ES473 Midterm lab work in the following order:

/5 Introductory Video Review Questions (Loma Prieta Earthquake; Hanford)
/5 Introduction to Quantitative Problem Solving
/5 Medical Geology Overview Summary
/5 Seismology Video Summary Questions
/3 In-Class Exercise on Earthquake Recurrence Intervals
/7 Seismic Hazards Lab Exercise (all of Part A)
/7 Goldfinger et al., Cascadia Paleoseismology Review Questions
/7 Volcanic Hazards Lab Exercise (all of Part A)
/7 Association of Engineering Geologists Field Trip / Abstract / Poster Summaries
/7 Academic Showcase / Medical Geology Abstract (final edited version)
/7 Flood Recurrence Interval Lab Exercise

/65 pts total